# DSA Data Requests Templates

## Quick Reference Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choose this Type of DRT:</th>
<th>When:</th>
<th>Include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **General Extractions DRT** | • Source of data is NOT the MDR  
• Pulling data yourself or receiving as an extraction  
• Data is not in aggregate form when leaving the system | • List every data element by system  
• Indicate how data will be received |
| **Login Access DRT** | • Accessing the system directly  
• Data is in aggregate form when it leaves the system | • Identify the type (category) of data elements you will be requesting |
| **MDR DRT** | • Source of the data is the MDR  
• Pulling data yourself or receiving as an extraction  
• Data is not in aggregate form when leaving the system | • List every data element by system  
• Indicate how data will be received |

Link to DRTs: [https://health.mil/Military-Health-Topics/Privacy-and-Civil-Liberties/Submit-a-Data-Sharing-Application/Templates](https://health.mil/Military-Health-Topics/Privacy-and-Civil-Liberties/Submit-a-Data-Sharing-Application/Templates)

- Note: Email [DHA.DataSharing@mail.mil](mailto:DHA.DataSharing@mail.mil) for a copy of the most current MDR DRT
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